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The Image of Fairfield

Lewers, McSherry Battle for FUSA Presidency
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
FUSA presidential candidates, Joanne Lewers and Christopher McSherry, are stressing a
stronger student voice on campus,
but who will the voters hear?
Juniors Lewers and McSherry were the only students who
applied for the position and therefore there is no need for a primary
election as there was in past years.
McSherry holds experience in
FUSA as well as many other aspects of campus, while Lewers has
concentrated her time on the inside
of FUSA. The election will take
place on Tuesday, February 6,
1990.
Lewers, a resident of
Wayne, Pennsylvania, is an English major with a literature concen-

tration and an American Studies
minor. She is presently Co-chair
for the Special Events Committee
of FUSA.
Most of Lewers' involvement in the past two and a half
years has been in FUSA: Student
Senate representative, 1987-89;
Government
Operations
Chair, 1989; Special Events Committee, 1987-1990; and Major
Dances Committee, 1987-1989.
During her time with FUSA she
has participated in the leadership
weekend and the NACA conference. She has also been involved
in the Afterschool Help Program
in Bridgeport and was a worker for
Orientation '89.
McSherry is a Political Science major and Sociology minor
from Yonkers, New York. He is
presently Director of Correspon-

FUSA Presidential Candidates Joanne Lewers and Chris McSherry
Photo: Tom Beirne

dence for the Student Senate.
McSherry's activities include: Orientation '89 Co-chair;
resident advisor, 1989-90; Student
Senate representative, 1988-89;
mission volunteer to Duran, Ecuador, May-June 1990; Manor Yearbook, 1987-88; Peer Counselor,
1988-90; Aids Awareness Team,
1988-90; Finance Club, 1987-88;
and Politics Club, 1989-90.
Both candidates have set
among their goals better communication with the administration
and better planning for the Stag
directory.
To improve student/administration communications, Lewers
would like to set up student liasons
to members of the administration
and to different parts of Student
Services. "Those kinds of decisions like the new housing policy
shouldn't be made until more
people know about them," she said.
Among her other goals are:
- keeping students more
informed about campus events;
- an improved variety of
programming;
- having at least one concert
a year;
- giving students the option
to buy personal computers at a
reduced rate so they will have
access to them in their own rooms
- improving the Athletics
Committee to give recognition to
sports like women's basketball, ice
hockey, baseball, and lacrosse; and
- getting May Day back as a
real carnival with rides and club
booths.
"I like knowing what's
going on and what people want
and think," Lewers said. She said
she has the experience and the time
to do the job. "I want to do it and
I think I can," she said.
Lewers said Fairfield is a
lot like home to her. "I'm very
happy and comfortable here," she
said. She said she has already put
a great deal of effort into FUSA
and is willing to do more. She said
she would be an active president
where "if anything affects us in
any way and we feel strongly about

Deli Scheduled to Open this Month
Christine Doody
Staff Writer
After months of waiting for
the State of Connecticut's approval,
the Deli, located in Gonzaga
ground, has officially been granted
its incorporation as of the middle
of January.
It will be reopening within
the next two weeks, according to
president Christine Murray. Murray is striving for an opening date
of February 2. However, it might
have to delay its opening until the
following weekend due to a checkbook on order.
At the end of last year the
deli was informed that it had lost
its incorporation. Apparently, there
was confusion within the state
government as to whether or not
the deli was a non-profit organization or an incorporation. It never
had any connection with tax problems, Murray said.
After being informed that it
was no longer incorporated, the
deli was offered three options by
the University: try to be reincorporated, close completely, or merge
with Seder's. Since the deli is the
only place on campus that offers

food other than Seder's, two of the
options were eliminated immediately.
As a result, the deli filed for
incorporation in September and
was quickly approved by the federal government. However, the
state remained uncertain of the
deli's status.
The deli will continue to
remain student run and offer the
same menu.
The only change that occurred is a new rent charge for the
space in Gonzaga that the deli is
using. Murray explains that this
rent fee makes the operation legal
as well as frees the University from
any obligations.
Murray, on behalf of the
entire deli staff, "Thanks everyone

for standing by" during the ongoing process. The new officers,
Christine Murray, President, Dennis Saulnier, Vice President, Tom
Carra, Accountant and both secretaries, Diane Anderson and Joe
Scott are all excited about its reopening. The deli has rehired the
same employees as last year with
an addition of six new ones.
The deli will be having a
sale during the first three days that
they are open; with the purchase of
any sandwich you will receive a
free bag of chips.
Deli hours are Monday
through Friday lunch 11:30-2:00
p.m., Sunday through Wednesday
nights 7:30-12:00 a.m., Thursday
nights 7:30-1:30 a.m., and Friday
and Saturday 7:30-2 a.m.

Student Senate Election Results
President Brian Hayes
Vice President John Tedesco
Secretary Michelle Arsenault
Treasurer Laura Kissinger
Director of Correspondence Waltar Camas
Appropriations Allison O'Shea
Government Operations Neil Sullivan
Judiciary Carlo Camporeale

it, we should do something."
Communication is also
among McSherry's top goals. He
would like to restructure the Student Life branch of FUSA to have
members meet with members of
the administration on a bi-weekly
basis. "We're not going to here
about things four, five weeks later,"
McSherry said.
Other objectives McSherry
has set include:
- improving the newsletter;
- holding a monthly forum
to hear the students' views and
ideas;
- contribute a weekly Mirror column;
- fill the newly created
Minority-Special Interest Cabinet
Post so as to better serve the minority, commuter and handicapped
communities on campus;
- restructure FUSA club
expenditure policies so as to promote more efficient spending of
club appropriations;
- implement the new online computerized registration

system so students know right away
which classes they have;
- improving the Stag-Her
Inn to be more of a place to hang
out by purchasing a jukebox; and
- revising certain sections
of the FUSA Constitution to better
adapt to the changes that FUSA
has undergone in the past few years.
McSherry was also involved
in protesting the new housing policy. He introduced the idea of
freshmen floors and wings instead
of freshmen residence halls to
William Shicmpf, Director of Student Services, at a senate meeting
and in turn the idea was implemented.
"What I love about Fairfield is the students," McSherry
said. "I sincerely care about what
happens to this school."
McSherry says he has
enough experience and is the best
person for the job. "I have a lot of
pride in FUSA," he said.
Polls will be open on election day in the Campus Center
lobby from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

FUSA Presidential
Debate
Tom Rhatigan
Assistant News Editor
Question: If elected, how will you balance your time as to not
neglect FUSA or your school work and what will you implement
within the FUSA organization to be sure that FUSA cabinet members
maintain the minimum grade point average of 2.4 and, therefore,
insure the student body that this will not happen again?
Chris McSherry: I have worked over 20 hours a week during
orientation as well as spending much time as a Resident Advisor. I am
certain that I can manage my time wisely.
Joanne Lewers: Warren DiDonato did alot for FUSA, but had
trouble budgeting his time. I know what my priorities are and I know
I will not have a problem balancing my time. What we must do in
order that what happened to Warren will not happen again is we must
take away some of the pressures that goes with being president.
Q: Regarding the student rally last November, as president,
will you run similiar activities dealing with on and/or off-campus
events?
Lewers: I feel that the student rally should not have taken
place. But if a rally is what it takes for the administration to listen, then
I will do it. They can be very effective.
McSherry: If we have to have rallys concerning on and/or offcampus issues, I will do it. But I want to develop strong relations with
the administration and hopefully deal with problems before anyone
gets upset.
Q: In the case of a student/ administration conflict, do you see
the role of FUSA as the voice of the students expressed towards the
administration, of from administration to student?
McSherry: I want FUSA to be the voice of the students. If we
deal directly with the students we can get things accomplished. FUSA
is not the voice of the administration.
Lewers: I want an active liason between the students and the
administration. FUSA is going to have a stronger role in the decision
making process and will represent the most people that the decision
is going to effect.
Q: It seems as though you have similiar platforms, what makes
you different from each other?
Lewers: I feel I have more experience in programming. As Cochair of the Special Events Committee, I have had a behind-the-scenes
look at how things are run, and I will be able to use all those things to
make programming better. I am also very enthusiastic and I will put
a lot of work into being president.
McSherry: I think I have more leadership experience, not only
inside of FUSA, but outside as well. I have gained a lot of respect from
the administration and I feel that I have the ability to deal with them.
Q: How do you plan to implement the new Minority Special
Relations Cabinet Position to enhance better relations with minorities?
McSherry: I am very excited about this new position and I feel
it is going to make Fairfield more diverse. The most important thing
abouot this position is to make sure that it represents not only the
minorties, but the special relation groups like the commuters and the
handicapped.
Lewers: The most important thing we must do first is to find
the right person for the job. That person must be objective and rational
and must be able to help everyone, not only the minorities.
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Fairfield Prepares for Ignatian Year
Christina Hennessy
Staff Writer
Jesuit societies around the
world will celebrate the 500th
anniversary of Saint Ignatius of
Loyola in the academic year 19901991.
Spiritual, academic, and
social events will highlight the
Ignation Year Celebration at Fairfield University starting September 27, 1990 and ending July 31,
1991.
Father Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, Superior General of the Jesuits, declared Ignation Yearto honor
both the birth of Ignatius Loyola,
founder of the Jesuit order, and the
early beginning of the Jesuits in
1540.
"Basically, the whole
worldwide event is based on a
recommitment of Jesuit ideals by
both the University and participating individuals," said Murray Farber, Director of Public Relations.
"This celebration reminds
us of our roots and all that we still
have to do in the future," said Father Paul Carrier, S.J., University
Chaplain, who is a member of the

planning committee for this event.
The committee represents
Student Services, faculty, Human
Resources, and non-faculty employees. While the committee is
still in the early stages of planning,
many events have been announced.
Though the events reflect
the global scope of this anniversary, they also will lead the University community towards the
50th anniversary celebration beginning in 1991.
"The events showcase the
impact of Ignatius and the Jesuits
on all aspects of life: academics,
community, service, traditional
values, fine arts, and leadership,"
said Farber.
Honorary degrees will be
given to a Jesuit, a lay woman, and
a layman who have shown a commitment to and an example of Jesuit ideals at work.
On October 4,1990, Bishop
Edward Eagan, of the Diocese of
Bridgeport will dedicate the new
Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius of
Loyola.
"With the new Chapel and
Campus Ministry Center officially
opened, a new living focus, a whole

visible center of Jesuit ideals will
continue after the actual planned
celebration ends in July," said Fr.
Carrier.
Beside lectures, which will
highlight the many areas of campus life oit which the Jesuits impact, there will be several events
and exhibitions aimed at displaying the contributions of Jesuits to
the fine arts.
Students will also be honored during this Ignation Year. The
Campus Ministry Council will
conduct a program called "Men
and Women for Others" on April
21, 1991 in the Chapel. Student
speakers will tell of their experiences of mission work while at
Fairfield University.
Additional speakers and a
video presentation will also emphasize the Jesuit commitment of
volunteering to help others who
are less fortunate.
Father Carrier added, "I
hope this celebration creates ;.
greater interest in the Jesuit values
of love, service, and commitmem
central to Jesuit lifestyle today anc
450 years ago."

Mazon: Making Diversity
Synonymous with Excellence
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
Five years ago, Fairfield
University had a total of 60 minority students in its enrollment.
Today, this number is up to 160.
This improvement in the community ' s diversity is largely due to the
work done by Larri W. Mazon.
Mazon, Director of Minority Relations and Student Academic Support Services, celebrated
his six year anniversary with the
University last month. He says he

Larri W. Mazon

sees the University moving in the
right direction, but a lot remains to
be done.
When he first came to Fairfield as Counselor for Minority
Students, Mazon saw Fairfield as
"a very good school with a good
reputation, high quality, and excellent attributes, but lacking diversity and multiculturalism." In
an attempt to realize the goals of
the Univeristy, Mazon began discussing a plan with the administration and his position was made
University wide. "The University

Photo: Paul Peluso

was quite responsive," Mazon said.
Due to the work accomplished through the Minority Relations Office, the retention rate of
AHANA (African, Hispanic,
Asian, and Native American) students is presently at 88%, while
five years ago it was only 55%.
Mazon has been successful
in getting the Upward Bound Program back, contructing the InterRacial Awareness Committee and
AHANA Student Counsil, and
institutionalizing many minority
relations activities, such as Cultural Awareness Week and the
Youth Leadership Workshop.
For the Youth Leadership
Workshop, Fairfield reaches out
into the community, hand picks
minority students from the public
schools, and helps them understand
leadership and prepares them to be
leaders.
"We've done a lot, but the
numbers are still small and we still
have work to do," Mazon said.
According to Mazon, the
student response to the changes on
campus has been "healthy and
enthusiastic." "I'm extremely
proud of that," he said. "We have
a very moral sound student" here
at Fairfield and "that's what I love
most," he added.
Mazon says he will continue the challenge to bring diversity to the Fairfield community in
the future.
Mazon's goal: "Help students understand that diversity can
be synonymous with excellence."

Newsreel
Dr. David Danahar, Dean of the College of Arts and Science, was interviewed in the New York Times
by Andi Rierden of the English Department in an article entitled "What It Means to Be a Human Being"
on January 21.
Dean Danahar discussed the origins of the humanities and the benefits of studying its disciplines.
"One reason we study the humanities is to gain an understanding of what motivates us as human beings,"
says Dean Danahar.
The FUSA presidential candidates, Joanne Lewers and Christopher McSherry, debated Tuesday
night on the issues of this year and possible issues of next year. The presidential election will be held on
Tuesday, February 6, 1990. Voting machines will be set up in the Campus Center lobby. The polls will
be open from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Don't forget to vote!
This week is Career Week, sponsored by Career Planning and FUSA Academics. Events have been
held every day this week to help students make their career choice and sharpen interviewing skills.
Remaining on the week's agenda is the Career Spectrum today from 1:30 p.m. to4:00 p.m. in the Oak Room
where students can meet representatives from over 50 major companies in the New York and New England
area.

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers... to all the politicians and
would-be poltiticians out there who
are making a run for FUSA Senate
and Presidency positions... It'snice
to see people care... to parties this
past weekend... where shall we
begin... to TH 51 and In Transition
on Thursday night... to TH 104,
135,115, and 135 again... Bitchin'
times dude... and to the Jetty, the
Green Shack, Shang-ri-la and the
Sand Box... to the Stags for getting
a road win... to Lisa Mikelic for
getting her 1000th point... to anybody who watched the entire Super Bowl... to Bud Bowl for making the Super Bowl interesting... to
the Caddy shack for making enough
chili to feed most of Fairfield
County... to keg parties... to all the
new commercials that appeared
during the Super Bowl... they made
the game watchable too... to Lori
in the weight room... to chicks,
man, chicks... to good friends, and
good brews, and good college
times... to skinheads in tennis
sweaters... what a sight... to Regis
and Kathie Lee... for making wakeup a little bearable... to the new
Career Planning Center... finally a
little elbow room...

Booooos... to the Super Bowl...
once again the game left a little
something to be desired... like competition... to people who don't like
the Simpsons... to crummy ticket
sales for the Snowball Dance...
What else are you gonna' do tomorrow tonight?.. Just ask someone, if for no other reason than to
hear "The Touch"... to toxic dinners at Seilers... to the mailroom
workers... if they were any lazier,
they'd have to be checked for a
pulse... to Brent Musburger...
'cause he kinda' just gets on your
nerves... to the halftime show at
the Super Bowl... Charlie Brown
does not where sequins... he wears
yellow shirts with a black zigzag
stripe... to still writing 1989 on
your checks... to security personnel for sharpening their writing
skills by handing out parking tickets... and to Checkpoint Charlie...
when the Berlin Wall came down,
it was assumed that Checkpoint
Charlie would be ancient history...
to selling tiny pieces of the Berlin
Wall for $12... sure it comes in a
fashionable blue velvet bag... but
$ 12 is a little steep... and there' s no
grafiti included...

Announcements
The film Fire From the Mountain, sponsored by the Latin
American Carribean Studies Program, will be shown on Monday,
Febrary 5th, at 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. in the Nursing Auditorium. Free
Admission. All Welcome.
The Financial Aid Forms (FAF) for the 1990-91 academic year
are now available in the Office of Financial Aid, Gonzaga No. 14. The
FAF must be completed and mailed to CSS, Princeton, New Jersey after
January 1, 1990 but no later than April 1, 1990.
Jogues will be holding a Service Auction on February 7,1990
at 8:30 p.m. in the Jogues Music Room.
For anyone interested in participating on an archaeological excavation either within the U.S. or abroad, -the 1990 edition of the
Archaeological Fieldwork Opportunities Bulletin is available for consultation. See Prof. Schwab, Canisius 323, Wednesdays 1:30-3:00.

Classifieds
Babysitter Wanted: $6/hour. '89 F.U. graduate babysits for many
families and seeks a responsible assistant. Set own hours and no
taxes! "Donna" 222-9332.
EARN MONEY READING BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 ext. Bk 18156.
EASY WORK- EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 ext. W18156. .
EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME! $32,000/yr income potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 ext. T18156.
HIRING! Government jobs-your area. $17,840-$69,485. Call
1-602-838-885 ext. R18156.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Distributorships, dealerships, money
making opportunites, franchises, & mail order. Details, send $2.00
to: National Marketing Company, Box 3006, Boston, MA 02130.
Win a Hawaiian Vacation or Big Screen TV Plus Raise up to
$1,400 in just 10 Days! Objective: Fundraiser. Commitment:
Minimal. Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero Investment. Campus
organizations, clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 1(800)932-0528/
1(800)950-8472 ext. 10.
Fundraiser: A Free Gift just for Calling. Plus Raise up to $ 1,700
in
only 10 days. Student groups, frats and sororities needed for
marketing project on campus. For details plus your free gift, group
officers call 1-800-765-8472 ext. 50.
Attention-Government Homes from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax
property. Repossession. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext. GH18156.
Attention - Government Seized Vehicles from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838885 ext A18156.
Campus Representatives Needed: Earn free trip and big commissions by selling Cancun, Mexico, Nassau/Paradise Island & Europe.
For more information call toll free at 800-283-8767 or in Connecticut
at 203-975-8833.
For Sale: 30" Infinity speakers $50; 20" Bozak speakers $25; 60"
Vwide metal desk FREE, Westport 454-3947.
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Service Fair Recruits Memorial Service Honors Fairfield Grad
Student Volunteers
Christina Hennessy
Staff Writer

Emily Okenquist
Staff Writer
The Community Service
Fair was held last Wednesday to
bring awareness to Fairfield University students about shelters,
soup kitchens, and organizations
in Fairfield County which need
college student volunteers.
Laura Keenan, Community
Service coordinator and the codirector of soup kitchens, said the
fair received a "very good turnout
of students."
The fair, now in its fourth
year, took place in the Campus
Center Lobby from 4:30 - 7:00.
Fifteen centers were represented
and six more that are also looking
for volunteers are still being contacted.
These organizations located
in Bridgeport, Fairfield, Stratford,
and Norwalk, look for volunteers
who are interested in working with
children, the handicapped, and in
soup kitchens.
Homework Help, a center
where children can go after school
to play and do homework, Boys'
and Girls' Club, which offers activities so children will have
somehwere to play, Urban Retreat
House, which teaches CCD classes
in an after school program, Bridgeport Youth at Risk, where a
Fairfield student serves as a role
model to a younger student, and

the Kennedy Center, to help handicapped people find jobs, are just a
few of the many institutions needing volunteers. Five soup kitchens, homeless shelters, and tutoring programs also welcome students volunteers.
New this semester is the
Bridgeport Schools Project, an inschool tutorial program for children with English as a second language. "We were trying to promote this new program at the fair
and get people involved," Keenan
said. Two mornings a week, Fairfield students will be paired on a
one to one basis with elementary
school children from the Roberto
Clemente School in Bridgeport.
This project was designed and
coordinated by Kori Dinnean,
Director of the Faith, Peace and
Justice Program.
A weekly commitment of
about two to three hours is necessary for most of these volunteering
organizations. "The kids really
look forward to the Fairfield students coming, and they build a
strong relationship," Keenan said.
This semester's fair, set up
so students could see what is available to them in the area of Community Service, was very successful,
but volunteers are still needed in
some organizations. Anyone interested in volunteering is urged to
contact Kori Dinnean in Canisius
200.

Art Study Tour to France
May 24 - June 2, 1990. Itinerary includes overnights in Lyon,
Beaune, Sens, Burgunday, and Paris. Three academic credits are available to students upon application to Professor Gertrude Grace Sill of the
Fine Arts Department who planned and will accompany the trip. For further info see G.G. Sill, Canisius 19, or Betty Walker, Canisius 9.

A memorial program and
liturgy will be held tonight for Sister Maureen Courtney, a '78 Fairfield University graduate, who was
shot and killed in Nicaragua on
New Year's Day, 1990.
This event is cosponsored
by the Faith, Peace, and Justice
Programs, Campus Ministry, and
Latin American/Carribbean Studies Program to honor Sister Maureen, 45, and another nun who were
killed in an ambush while traveling to a pastoral meeting in Puerto
Cabezas. Two others were injured
in the attack.
The New Year's Day ambush with unknown assailants
ended the life of a woman who was
"a very involved, outgoing person
who had a very pleasant personality and a strong motivation to spend
her life helping others," said Dr.
Martin Lang, professor of religious studies.
Sister Courtney, member of

the Congregation of the Sisters of
St. Agnes, earned her Masters in
Pastoral Ministry in 1978 and
proceeded to Nicaragua to help
the poor fully aware of the danger
she might encounter.
"She was a personal friend
of my wife and I," said Lang, "and
she made her decision to go to
Nicaragua while interning in Harlem where she was working in a
family program that helped poor
families learn about health, money,
and education."
"She fully accepted the fact
that she could lose her life helping
the poor," he added.
Courtney wrote of her feelings in a paper to Dr. Lang, "It has
also become clear to me that my
ministry to families calls me to
respond to systems and structures
which
violate
humans'
dignity...We must help to articulate injustices and oppression and
stand with the poor in seeking
justice."
The program will begin with
a slide show of Nicaragua and the

role of the church and the life of the
citizens, especially college-aged
kids, presented by the New Haven/
Leon SisterCity Project which will
also have information about a trip
offered to students to travel to
Nicaragua and become involved in
the community.
A discussion will follow
with Dr. Edward Dew, politics
professor, and Dr. Walter Perry,
history assistant professor, who
will talk about Nicaragua today.
The liturgy begins at 10:00
p.m. and Father Tom Regan, S.J.,
will celebrate the mass. Dr. Lang
will speak about Sister Courtney's
life and work.
"It's timely we ended last
semester honoring the Jesuits killed
in El Salvador and we opened the
second semester honoring the death
of Sister Maureen Courtney. Their
deaths show the link Fairfield has
to missionary work in Central
American and that link should be
honored," said Cory Dinnean, of
Faith, Peace and Justice Programs
and memorial organizer.

Alumni Participate in Major Monday
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor in Chief
Melissa Begg, Class of 1985,
graduated Fairfield with a major in
math. Ms. Begg is presently teaching Statistics at the Columbia University School of Public Health
after four years of graduate work at
Harvard University.
Paul Bodell, Class of 1985,
spent three years as an engineering
major at Fairfield before going to
University of Connecticut to finish
the program. He is presently affiliated with a start-up engineering
company.
Thomas Moore, Class of

VOTE
ELECTIONS FOR THE
FUSA PRESIDENT AND
FOR THE FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY STUDENT
SENATE

1985, was a biology major at Fairfield as well as the Editor-in-Chief
of The Mirror. He spent some
time abroad after graduation,
worked brifly in real estate, and
ended up at NBC. He presently
works on PBS's MacNeil/Lehrer
News Hour.
What do these three Fairfield
alumni have in common?
They all participated in Major Monday which brought Fairfield alumni of all majors to speak
to interested undergraduates.
Major Monday is the first event in
Career Week, organized jointly by
Alumni Relations, the Career Planning Center, and FUSA Co-chairs,

Beth Jenkins and Craig Haba.
Major Monday is designed
to put undergraduates in touch with
career opportunities available to
them after graduation.
Mary Smith of Alumni Relations said, "Alumni have a chance
to come back and visit while students have the opportunity to get
advice both sides enjoy it. Over 50
alumni came and we had a good
turnout from faculty members."
Career Week continued with
the Mock Interview Program on
Tuesday. Real companies visited
the campus to interview students
and to critique them on their interviewing techniques.
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Taking care of planet Earth
SEA and Rotaract work for a cleaner environment
Joseph C. DeVito
Features Editor
As our nation moves into
the 1990's, we face a moral and
biological imperative: address environmental concerns or face total
extinction of all life on our planet.
Ecologically, we are in a do or die
situation. What can be done to keep
the deadly tide of pollution from
rolling in, and how can we do it?
What we can do is begin
active recycling, and two campus
organizations, Rotaract and the
Student Environmental Association (SEA), are prepared to show
us how to help save the Earth.
The SEA was formed this
summer by a group of Fairfield
students who were discussing the
environmental crisis. "We started
talking about the problem with styrofoam containers," said one of the
organization's founders, Chris
Lupini, "and we wondered why
these sort of things had never been
addressed on our campus."
Lupini, along with students
Peter Bongiorno and Kendra Kalben, decided to create the SEA in
order to raise awareness of the
issues and work on possible solutions. The club has been approved
by FUSA and has had several
meetings, and boasts nearly 200
members. "Manpower isn't really
a problem," said Lupini. "What we
need to do now is work on a focus
for our programming."
Among the SEA's goals is
the attention to recycling issues on
campus. "The main thing we want
to do is to get the food service to
stop using styrofoam containers,"
claims Lupini. Styrofoam containers are similar to the polystyrene
plastic containers currently used
by McDonald's. Styrofoam does
not decay naturally with time, and

must either be stored in landfill,
incinerated (which releases dangerous carbon based chemicals),
or gathered up and recycled.
"They try to justify the use
of styrofoam as essential forproper
temperature and storage," Lupini
said, "but studies have shown that
polystyrene isn't any more efficient than biodegradable cardboard
containers."
Fortunately,
McDonald's, under pressure from
activist groups and local legislation, will soon begin a $16 million
recycling program in the New
England area.
Another on-campus recycling idea is the installment of
conveniently placed drop-off bins.
Students will be able to dispose of
refuse in centrally located containers, which could then be emptied
by a professional recycling company. "There are four different
garbage cans in the Campus Center," said Lupini, "one could be
used for cans and bottles and another for cardboard and paper. That
would still leave two for non-reclaimable trash."

Big Ugly Mouth
"When bad things happen to good
people..."
Last week's cover story,
"DiDonato Removed From Office," struck a nerve in the minds
of many Mirror readers, as any
unpleasant news is bound to do.
While the article presented a clear,
unbiased and professional view of
what was, unfortunately, the top
story of the week, some took the
simple fact of its inclusion as proof
that the Mirror wants only to
sensationalize, even if it means
kicking a man when he's down.
But if these persons were to
take a closer look, they would find
that, in actuality, nothing could be
further from the truth.
As a news story, "DiDonato
Removed From Office" presents
only the facts of the situation, and
does not present any presupposi-

Joseph C. DeVito
Features Editor
tions or prejudices. Pieces that
reflect opinions and point of view
are found in the Editorial, Commentary, and occasionally Features

Lupini said that the high
visibility of the Campus Center
would help spread the word
amongst the university community. As environmental awareness
becomes more widespread, he
added, "people are realizing that
something must be done."
When the Spring arrives,
the SEA also hopes to organize
Sunday afternoon beach clean-ups.
Workers will be scheduled into
alternating ten person shifts. "Five
people can comb a beach effectively," Lupini stated, "so the work
should be pretty easy."
Lupini added that Earth Day
1990 will provide an excellent
rallying point for all environmental
organizations as well as a means of
distributing information.
The Rotaract Club, a service group, has also been hard at
work recycling in the Fairfield area.
Each year, the club performs a
community service project with a
specific focus. This year, the focus
was environmental issues.
"We started collecting cans
at the beach last semester," said

and Sports sections, and are always clearly delineated as such.
For example, the article you are
now reading is not offered as pure
fact, but as opinion with, of course,
a basis of fact.
Those concerned with the
official Mirror opinion need only
open to the Editorial page of last
week's paper. If you still think that
we're just out to capitalize on
other's misfortunes, well, then
maybe you should put in an early
Christmas request for a Dictionary
and a Thesaurus.
Of course there are always
those who feel that no bad news
should make its way into print.
Those who hold this opinion may
consider which medium would give
a story of this type a more fair
treatment - the front page, or the
anonymous and ill-informed rumor mill, which has no editor and
no conscience, and prefers to exagerate failings while slighting
achievement and good intentions.
Fortunately, we are spared
the ordeal of covering such mon-

Acapulco / Cancun Mexico
From the shiny white beaches of Cancun to the World Class Resort
of Acapulco, Mexico is an excellent choice for this years
Spring Break vacation.

From

PACKAGES INCLUDE:
•Roundtrip airfare from New York,
Philadelphia, or Boston
•Roundtrip transfers from airport to hotel
•Managers welcome party
•7 night accommodations at choice of hotel
•All hotel taxes, gratuities, and
energy surcharges
•Prices do not include $13 departure taxes

$459
Complete
RESERVE NOW!!!
CONTACT
DAVE MEZZAPELLE
AT
254-5608
LET'S GO FAIRFIELD

Student Travel Services • 120 N. Aurora St., Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 272-6964
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Rotaract president Jeanine Larsen,
"and we were very successful."
The club hopes to continue collecting cans and paper products off
campus this semester as well.
Rotaract has also organized
a day for collection inFairfield. On
February 17, trucks from a professional recycling company will pick
up the bundles of material that
have been properly sorted and
prepared by Rotaract members. The
proceeds from event will serve as

the club's fundraiser.
Like the SEA, Rotaract
hopes to see some type of collection bins on campus in the near
future. "We even plan to start collecting the old copies of the Mirror," Larsen said. By combining
information and convenient local
pick up spots, both groups predict
that students will easily become
accustomed to disposing of waste
properly, thereby making a safe
investment in the future.

Earth Day 1990 is
on its way
Frank J. Chesky ffl
Contributing Writer
On April 22,1990,in observance of the twentieth anniversary
of the orginal Earth Day of 1970,
citizens across the planet will be
converging upon national and state
capitals, college campuses, and city
streets to express their interest in
and concern for the environment.
Demonstrations are already
planned for Washington, D.C.,
New York City, Boston, Los
Angeles, and Hartford. Activities
and protests are being planned for
college campuses as well.
What is the Earth Day 1990
and what is it going to do? Back in
1970, the original Earth Day was a
national means for people to voice
their concern for the environment.
The driving force behind the movement was students from the nation's universities. "Who's going
to listen?" some wondered. As it
turns out, many people did.
As a direct result, the Clean
Air Act of 1970 was passed, the
lead was taken out of gasoline, and
the Environmental Protection
Agency was formed. Also, they
were one of the leading causes for
the military's decision to ban the
use of Agent Orange and other
environmental and bodily carcinogens.
Earth Day was a way of
sterous catastrophes as the plane
crashes, murders and rapes that the
other papers must contend with
daily. If you're still bothered by
the presence of bad news in the
Mirror, there are things that you
can do about it.
Do something. Vote. Run
for office. Join a service group, or
simply help a club that you enjoy
to run more smoothly. "Be all that
you can be." Write for the Mirror,
visit a sick person, or put in a few
hours at a soup kitchen or a homeless shelter, etc., etc., etc.
Sounds corny, huh? Maybe.
But the bottom line is that if you 're
tired of reading bad news, it's up to
you to go out and change it yourself. We can't just wait for the
good things to happen; it is our
duty and responsibility to make
them happen.
Mouth wash: Don't forget
to vote for FUSA president this
week! If you blow it off, you automatically lose all complaining
rights for next year... Check local

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard
Credit Cards?
Now Vou can have two ol tha most recognized an accented credit
cardstnlh« world. VISA* and MasterCard* credit eards_"inyour
name- EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN
TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

bringing environmentalism into the
eyes of the public and the government. Earth Day 1990 is planning
to surpass that by involving not
only people of the United States,
but also people all over the world.
Change is what Earth Day 1990 is
all about. It is about a change in
governmental policy and a change
in personal attitude. Through the
movements and actions of millions
of people world-wide, hopefully
this change will can place.
Here at Fairfield University,
we can make our contribution to
this change. At publication time,
there will be an organizational
meeting Thursday, February 1, at
5:30 p.m. in Canisius Hall Room
208. We will be looking for people
to help organize events for Earth
Day 1990. There will also be discussions involving trips to rallies
in Hartford or Boston, and campus
activities.
With the help of the student
body, faculty, and other members
of the university community, we
will be able to make Earth Day
1990 a reality. We ask for everyone's help in making Fairfield
University's contribution to Earth
Day 1990 successful. Campuses
across the country will be joining
us in our effort to bring to light the
problems and concerns facing the
environment and our own future.
Earth Day 1990 can be a reality.
listings for SEA meeting times and
places... Congratulations to the
authors of most of this week's
Letters, especially Mr. Tom Zingarelli... well-written, intelligent
and even-tempered letters such as
his don't come in as often as they
should... trade those Hydrox in for
Oreo's and we're talking
business...Mirror General Meeting coming up this Monday, February 5 at 8:00 in the Faculty Dining Room... be there or be rectangular.... By now, everyone should
be getting pretty pumped up for the
Battle of the Bands... let's all pray
the The Mighty T'BUNGA makes
the cut.... Keep your eyes open for
information on the Jogues Service
auction... Hey, how about that Bud
Bowl... Legislature, whoops, Senate petitions are due in today, so
shake a leg if you haven't gotten all
of your signatures yet... Have I
mentioned T'BUNGA?... dig the
new column pics? Well if it's any
consolation, they made us do
it...Honest...
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"This year it's
my success story.
Next year
it could be
yours."
Michelle Horn
Fairfield University, Class of 1988
Merchandise Analyst
Assistant Buyer-Caldor, Inc.

"During my senior year, I read this same newspaper, and
when I came to the ad for Caldor, I was not only impressed
that so many Fairfield University Grads had joined them,
but that they accomplished so much in one year'."
It shouldn't be so surprising how Caldor can help ambitious graduates do so
much. No matter what your degree may be in, we can offer the training,
support and environment that makes great retail careers.
Of course, choosing the company you begin your future with involves many
considerations. To answer all your questions in an informal session, stop by
the "Career Spectrum." We will be conducting on-campus interviews on
Friday, February 23rd, 1990. However, resumes must be submitted to the Career
Planning Center no later than February 2nd.
So join us today at the' 'Career Spectrum,'' share some refreshments and meet
our recruiters, as well as other Fairfield University Grads who have recently
joined us.
Who knows? Next year, the name at the top of this success story could be yours.

CALDOR
Our quality starts with careers.

(Reminder: Caldor will be conducting on-campus interviews on Thursday, Febuary 22nd)
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Make a Difference:
Take Time To VOTE
The Mirror Debate for next year's FUSA Presidential candidates took place Tuesday. Chris McSherry and Joanne Lewers fielded questions from both
the Mirror panel and from the audience.
It was encouraging to see the large audience
turnout and participation. At first, the candidates
seemed to hold almost identical platforms, but the
audience would not settle for this. Students wanted
to know what made Chris and Joanne different from
each other. Students wanted specific answers to
specific questions. They were concerned about the
new minority relations cabinet position. They wanted
to know the candidate's positions about the problems with students living at the beach. The central
focus, though, of many of the questions was the
issue of communication with the administration.
Chris' experience is concentrated both in and
out of FUSA, with a large emphasis on relations with
the administration.
Joanne's experience is concentrated in the
programming end of FUSA, where she has seen
what is successful and what students do and don't
want.
The students of Fairfield have a serious decision
to make next Tuesday, when the FUSA polls will
open. Students were interested in the candidates at
the debate. They were educated as to the platforms
of both candidates. Now, let us hope they will be
interested enough to vote.
It will be amazing next year, when students will
complain about FUSA. Believe it or not, students
have absolutely no right to criticize a government
that they spent no time electing in the first place. If
people participate in the FUSA Presidential Election
next Tuesday, then, when they hare happy with the
way things are going in FUSA, they can be proud that
they were part of creating a Fairfield University
Student Association that is genuinely representing
the students.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
The purpose of this letter is
in no way an attempt to justify the
unfortunate events leading to the
removal of Warren A. DiDonato
from office.
We know Warren was aware
of the need to maintain a balance
between academics, activities, and
social life within the university
environment. However, because
of his overwhelming dedication
not only to the students, but Fairfield University as a whole, Warren found it necessary to prioritize
these three areas differently. For
the first time in many years, a FUSA
president used the office to create
an environment of innovation, reorganization, and committment to
the student body. It is a shame that
this factfemains easily overlooked

To the Editor:
I am writing in reference to
the January 25, 1990 article entitled "DiDonato Removed from
Office;" this factual article allowed for readers to get a better
understanding of the news at hand.
However, the article failed to
concentrate on what successes
Warren A. DiDonato achieved for
the Fairfield University community during his term in office. The
major concern in the article was
that Warren was unable to fulfill a
campaign promise to provide a Fall
semester concert. As many know,
Warren worked countless hours to
negotiate contracts with many
agents and administrators at Fairfield University. It is very difficult
to get a mutually convenient date
for a concert.
To the Editor:
I read with interest Mr.
LaBella's January 25th article on
the Quick Center, and would like
to take the opportunity to respond
to those points which I am qualified to address.
With regard to the construction of the Quick Center, I have
been closely involved with the
planning since 1984, when the
project began, and I can tell you
exactly what was originally proposed and what was removed from
the building. Original plans called
for a 400-seat theatre to replace the
Playhouse, a space with basically a
scene shop, costume shop, dressing rooms and lobby. No additional rehearsal space was involved
becasue the building was to be
dedicated to theatre production.
As plans for the building
were changed to incorporate a
larger and more acoustically responsive auditorium for lectures
and concerts, the philosophy also
changed, from a theatre to a multipurpose space. At that time, the
"black box," or experimental theatre lab, was added to the project to
retain the intimacy of small theatre
productions such as the Playhouse
presented, and as a teaching space
for performance jmd technical

and taken for granted.
It is also important to realize
that FUSA is not solely a programming board. To judge Warren's
effectiveness as a leader based on
a single issue or event is completely unfair and undeserving. The
uncontrollable factors which
plagued both the Fall concert and
the production of the ST.A.G. had
no bearing on Warren's efforts as
President. Sure, it is true that
Warren's "promise" for a Fall
concert never materialized, but
would you spend $30,000 on a mediocre band only to be criticized
for wasting the money?
In addition, many duties and responsibilities of the government
go largely unnoticed and unappreciated. The countless hours spent
behind the scenes attending meetings, and addressing a plethora of
issues which directly affect every
student at Fairfield, will not come
to realization for years to come. It
always seems easier to criticize
"mistakes" than to acknowledge
achievements.
In light of what has been said,
the reason we are writing this letter
is to serve justice to an individual
who has touched and affected the
lives of all who have had the opportunity know and work with him.
In being objective of the whole

situation, we cannot debate the
outcome. However, Warren deserves much more recognition than
he has received. Unfortunately,
the ideal opportunity to grant this
recognition was foregone with the
feature story in last week' s Mirror, "DiDonato Removed From
Office," which we feel was one of
sour taste.
At this time we would both
like to thank Warren for giving us
the opportunity and encouragement
to realize and meet our potentials.
Warren is not only an intelligent,
unselfish, optimistic idealist with
an incredible sense of vision . . .
Warren most of all is our friend.
We wish him the best of luck in all
of his future endeavors, we know
he will be a success.
CraigM.Haba '91
Beth A. Jenkins '90
Editor's Note: The Mirror
would like to point out that "DiDonato Removed From Office,"
was purely a news story, and not in
any way a feature or a commentary. Regardless of the unfortunate nature of the situation, we
have an obligation to present the
facts objectively, as unpleasant as
they may be. We do not make the
news, we merely report it.

After finding an ideal date, it
was learned that Alumni Hall was
being used for the Town of Fairfield's 350th Birthday celebration.
Warren and other members of
FUSA agreed that the funds would
be better used to fund a large concert in the spring semester. A
concert that could be enjoyed by
the entire School community.
Warren's devotion to FUSA could
be seen through his willingness to
help his friends and fellow classmates.
Examples of his desire to
work for the student body include,
but not limited to: fighting for
non-freshman dorms, delivering
refrigerators, painting murals for
dances at 3 a.m. in the morning,
breaking down tables and chairs
after dances, and programming a
record number of events for the

Fall Semester.
In June of 1989, the Assistant Director of Student Activities
resigned from Fairfield University.
The absence of the FUSA advisor
during the majority of the Fall
semester placed a great deal of
responsibility on Warren's shoulders. He needed to spend more
time than any of his predecessors
on planning programs as well as
managing the daily operations of
the Student Association.
We should not lose sight of
what Warren has successfully done
for Fairfield University because of
his overwhelming devotion to a
school that he truly loves. As far as
I am concerned, Warren DiDonato
will forever be a part of Fairfield
University.

classes which are not well-suited
to traditional classroom spaces. No
classrooms other than the abovementioned use of the black box,
were ever included.
The art gallery was added at
the request of the Fine Arts Department which had no space to
display the visual works of students and faculty, and which could
not take advantage of the many
traveling shows and exhibits that
would benefit the University.
The Quick Center was always intended to be a presentation
facility, a center for the performing and visual arts to be presented
to audiences. Classrooms and
studios were never intended for
the space, which was one of two
buildings proposed in the University's master plan. The second
building was to be designed for
studio and classroom space, and
Fine Arts faculty offices. Your
guess as to what happened to Phase
II is as good as mine, but that's
where the classrooms were intended to be located.
As to.the University generating income from the Center
(precisely, the Art Gallery in Mr.
Labella's article), would that it
were true. Nearly every arts facility in the country - educational and
civic alike - requires subsidy. The

simple fact is the Art Gallery is not
for rent; on the contrary, the University must pay for even the shows
that are loaned by other institutions, in the form of packing and
shipping costs, and insurance and
security charges. No admission
will be charged, by the way.
My hope for offsetting the
cost of bringing quality entertainment to the center is to intiate creative revenue-producing programs
in the summer that might help
degray costs during the academic
year. I'll be happy to entertain any
creative ideas in this area.
As to whether students will
be allowed in the building, I was
very careful in writing the Center's Mission Statement. Perhaps
its opening lines will dispel the
notion that the Center's primary
purpose is anything other than "to
develop the creative and artistic
potential of Fairfield University
students and to foster in them, and
in the faculty and staff of the university, an awareness of the function of the arts in an academic,
social and cultural environment."
The Quick Center will rely
on the students for its day to day
operation. I have personally spoken to students in clubs, groups

David M. Ciampi '90
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FUSA: On the Path of Progress
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Most Fairfield students see
that familiar acronym at least once
aday. In fact, we see it so often that
many of us probably don't even
notice it anymore.
It calls out to each of us from
colorful posters in the Campus
Center and classroom buildings,
from announcements in The Mirror, and from letters in our mailboxes. It'seven in ourdorm rooms
and townhouses, on everything
from t-shirts and calendars to plastic cups...F.U.S.A.
Most of us know that the
letters stand for the Fairfield University Student Association, but
many of us didn'tknow what FUSA
as an organization stood for. This
year, we found out.
Thanks to the $45.00 "activties fee" which each of us paid
as part of tuition, we are all FUSA
members. FUSA is Fairfield's
official undergraduate student
government. Like most governments in the real world (ie: that
area of our planet not bounded by
Barlow, Round Hill, and North
Benson roads), FUSA is composed
of an executive, legislative and
judicial branch.
According to the student
handbook, these three branches
"work together to improve the
quality of student life and activities" at Fairfield. In the past,
however, FUSA fullfilled only part
of this role, existing as little more
than a programming board which

brought comedians to campus,
sponsored the Harvest and Dogwood dances, and helped make
Frank Carroll' s resume look a little
better.
At the same time, however,
FUSA did little to influence the
quality of student life at Fairfield.
As a result, many students in the
Fairfield community (and within
FUSA itself) eventually forgot
FUSA's true purpose, and its role
at Fairfield was essentially reduced
to bringing people like Jay Leno
and Eddie Money to campus (for
some ungodly reason).
This year, however, FUSA
has finally begun to fullfill its true
purpose once again, and has thereby
returned to its proper place in the
power structure of Fairfield University. If you think the housing
situation is bad now, for instance,
imagine how bad it would have
been were it not for the commitment of FUSA members such as
Warren DiDonato, Sean Leyden,
Tom Pellegrino, and Bryan Hayes
who first presented the new housing policy to the students of Fairfield.
And what about the protest
which was so instrumental in
making progress with the administration on the housing issue?
There wouldn't even have been a
protest without FUSA. But there
would have been Freshman dorms
on campus, as well as fewer spaces
for next year's Juniors at the beach
and townhouses.
Under former President
Warren DiDonato, FUSA regained

the support and respect of the student body and helped make possible many of these changes. As
FUSA President, DiDonato was a
respected administrator and an
admired leader whose term was
characterized by accomplishment.
And despite DiDonato's ineligibility to complete his term, FUSA
continues to be a powerful force of
progress at Fairfield.
With Tom Pellegrino as
President, FUSA will, no doubt,
continue to enjoy the great success
it experienced under DiDonato.
Pellegrino has been one of FUSA' s
most influential members throughout most of his four years at Fairfield, most recently serving as
FUSA Legislature President.
Pellegrino has already demonstrated his leadership ability
through the competence with which
he recently responded to the difficult transfer of power between
himself and DiDonato. And like
his successor, Pellerino's influence
as FUSA President is sure to be felt
at Fairfield for a long time to come
despite the short length of his term.
Thanks to the undying dedication and strong commitment of
all of its members, FUSA has finally begun to realize its potential
as the representative voice of Fairfield's student body and as one of
the most powerful organizations at
Fairfield University.
And under the leadership of
Tom Pellegrino, we can surely look
forward to watching FUSA keep
on the path of progress it has finally found.

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
As President and Secretary
of the Fine Arts Club, we are outraged by the ridiculously false
assumptions presented by Joseph
M. Labella in his commentary "The
Quick Center for the Art of Making Money." We hope that this
editorial will correct the rumors
that are spreading throughout
campus as a direct result of his
article.
Mr. Labella states, "The
only thing that remains hidden is
who is to benefit from the center."
If he had taken the time to research
his piece he would have found that
many activities at the Quick Center will be geared toward students.
At the last FAIDRA (Fairfield
Drama Club) meeting Mr. Tom
Zingarelli, Director, Quick Center
for the Arts, made it clear that he
wants students to be at the nucleus
of the center's activities. He en-

courages students to go to the center
in their free time, to creat an informal friendly atmosphere. Dr. Phillip Eliasoph, Professor of Art History and Director of the Art Gallery has indicated at several Fine
Arts Club meetings that there are
several positions that need to be
filled by students. Plans are in the
making for a student body opening
in the center in March. It is very
clear that the center will be an
integral part of student life. In
light of this, how can he say that "It
is still undetermined whether students will be allowed in the building?"
It is unfortunate that everything must be reduced to monetary
value. The statement, "Could the
art gallery be a great way to generate income," is a mere assumption
with no foundation in truth. Why
not acknowledge the foremost
purpose of the art gallery, which is
to stimulate cultural awareness on

campus. He asks if student will
have to pay at the door. Traditionally, museums charge an admission fee to provide for the acquisition of more works, while galleries
are self-sufficient. There is no
admission fee. As Mr. Labella
states, the center should have included classroom facilities, but the
center is one part of campus expansion. Fairfield is slowly expanding and acquiring property;
two examples are the Chapel and
Julie Hall, respectively. But these
acquisitions and expansions are
costly and there is only so much
the budget will allow for. Unfortunately, Mr. Labella's article has
caused many students to feel
unwelcome a their own art center.
He raises several misleading questions and provides no concrete
answers.
Marianne Kurylo
Marice Rose

#

Mirror General Meeting
Monday February 5
8:00 pm
Faculty Dining Room
All Are Welcome!
Refreshments will be
served!
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Fairfield's Computers:
Inadequate for the 90vs
John W. Monroe
Contributing Writer
Despite the plethora of
buildings sprouting up around
campus, one lack of facilities continues to plague us. Fairfield University's computer resources for
students are completely embarrassing.
Administration bashing
has become quite popular around
this campus in the last year. But
as a graduating Senior I feel
enough is enough. Last semester
I wrote a lengthy, well-researched
letter to the Dean and the computer center director calling for
new IBM compatible equipment.
As of yet, I have been quietly
ignored.
Furthermore, over the last
two years I have worked for a
publishing company and a law
firm. I've seen what's out there,
and it's not here (as in Fairfield
University, alleged first rate,
"dynamic" university). The time
is now for Fairfield University to
live up to it's reputation and bring
the computer equipment into the
nineties.
At first glance, the computers here at Fairfield might not
seem that bad. We have six labs
open over 80 hours a week. The
major complaints usually center
around problems with the lab
assistants. I know. I am one. But
as you look around more closely,
there are some serious gaps.
Fairfield University does
not have one IBM compatible laser printer for students' use. There
is one laser printer for Apple
computers in the Career Planning,
but this is only to be used for resumes.
That might not seem like a

Arts Center - Continued
from p.6
and individually to let them know
that this building is dedicated to
developing their creative and artistic potential. Scores of paying and
volunteer positions for students will
be available in all phases of the
center's operations, from the box
office, to the administrative office,
to valet parking. A series of
lunchtime events is being planned
to showcase student and faculty
musical, dramatic and literary talent. I hope to begin an annual
tradition of club-produced lampoons for the good-natured venting of frustrations that are part of a
university's existence. I welcome
additional ideas for student involvement as well. With regard to
the students, I hope my own actions during ten years at Fairfield
will attest to where the Center's
priorities lie. I was a student here;
neither my memory of nor my pride
in that has faded.
For Mr. DeVito's benefit
and with reference to his comments in the same Mirror issue, I
would like to note that an open
house with building tours for stu-

life-threatening situation, but we
are missing out in a big way.
There is an exploding field of
computer generated presentation
(text, graphs, visual aides, etc.)
that is dependent on laser technology, which we don't have or
are not allowed to use, which is
more infuriating. We, however,
are left to be happy with dotmatrix printers that were quite
advanced for the 1970's, but
completely inadequate for the
90's. Even on a more tangible
level, we can't even type a decent
resume or a cover letter without
an appointment and going to
"North Campus."
Other schools, even much
smaller ones, are pursuing a more
enlightened approach to computer
technology. For example, The
New York Times reports that Allegheny College in Meadville,
Pennsylvania (1800 students) has
recently purchased 40 of Steven
Jobs' NeXT computer systems,
reflecting an investment of over
$260,000.
Occasionally a glimpse of
light appears. The IBM PCs in
the School of Nursing Lab have
been networked for printing. But
we need more. Rumors are about
that all the labs will be networked
together. But when? It's a nice
idea, but we are already in the
90s. There is also another rumor
that the school is going to hire
someone to be in charge of "academic" computing. We don't
need bureaucracy, we need better
equipment.
Now that the number of
applications is down again, the
administration can come off it's
glossy PR high and focus again
on the true heart of Fairfield University: its students.
dents (by students) is the first item
on the Center's agenda as soon as
it receives its Certificate of Occupancy from the Town of Fairfield;
perhaps he and Mr. Labella will
volunteer to be a tour guides. I
hope to do even better than potato
salad and Hydrox cookies, but can't
promise an open bar.
One final note, with regard
to Mr. Labella's description of the
Center as a "monstrosity": I don't
reject or defend this description.
The perception of beauty - or lack
of it - is subjective; we each haver
our own response to its aspect. I
would suggest that our energies
might be better focused on the tremendous potential for expression
and discovery that exist within the
walls whose appearance we are
sometimes swift to criticize. If you
believe it's an ugly duckling, then
embrace it, and watch it grow: you
may be surprised at what develops.
Come on down.
Tom Zingarelli
Director
Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts
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Bring Your Instruments!
[PR] The Fine Arts Department is pleased to anounce the formation of a new musical organization, the Fairfield University Jazz
Band. The Jazz Band is open to
musicians with an interetst in all
types of jazz, from traditional to
fusion. It will meet on Tuesday
afternoon at 4:00 p.m. in Gonzaga
Hall. The band is an academic
activity that receives one credit per
semester. After three semesters,
the accumulated credits may be
counted towards the Fine Arts
requirement. There is no extra
payment required.
Directing the Band is bassist Brian Torff. Brian Torff has
toured and recorded with such

legends as Erroll Garner, Stephane
Grappelli, Frank Sinatra and Mel
Torme. Torff spent three and a
half years working in a duo with
pianist George Shearing, which
included world-wide tours, a
Grammy-winning album, a performance at the White House, and
television appearances on the
Tonight Show.
In 1985, Brian Torff formed
the fusion band ETOSHA, which
features his compositions and arrangements. Their album Hitchiker
of Karoo has been released on the
Optimism record label. The group
has appeared at numerous clubs,
colleges, jazz festivals, and has
given seminars and clinics in

schools. Brian Torff's ETOSHA
is a member of the Conntours touring program in Connecticut. Jazz
critic John Wilson wrote in the
New York Times, "Torff is a virtuoso bassist, imaginative and distinctive in his solos, but more than
that, a solid composer and arranger."
Mr. Torff teaches jazz at the
University of Bridgeport and now
at Fairfield University. The Department is proud to welcome him
to Fairfield. All students interested in playing with the jazz band
or who have questions about it are
encouraged to come on Tuesday,
at 4::00 p.m., to Gonzaga Hall.
Bring your instruments.

the King of Horror
C.L. Yona
Staff Writer
Stephen King is a guy so
prolific he had to take a pseudonym a few years ago in order to get
more of his books published. When
his alter ego was discovered, King
had to put him to rest. Right about
when that was happening, King

must have gotten the idea for his
latest novel, The Dark Half. Yes,
this is the one you see on the bestseller lists. I actually coughed up
the dough for the hardcover. What
I do for you people - but I digress.
Thad Beaumont is a "serious" writer who creates a pseudonym so he can write horror novels
and, to be honest, make a few bucks.

George Stark is wildly successful.
Finally ready to pursue his
earlier style of writing, Thad kills
George Stark, even posing humorously with a fake tombstone. But
when footprints are found leading
away from the grave, problems
arise. And when murders start to
happen, Thad's fingerprints are
(cont'd page 9)
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Whether You Want It Or
Not...
From the Arts and Entertainment Think Tank:
Guns n' Roses' Top Six Examples of Completely AntiSocial Behavior We All Know and Love
1. Izzy leaving his mark on an airplane
2. Slash's poetic "thank you" to Dick Clark
3. Duff kicking the lead singer of Cheap Trick where it
hurts the most
4. Axl making negative comments about The Rolling
Stones when opening up for Mick and the boys in Los
Angeles.
5. Whenever they play Sweet Child O' Mine live.
6. Making social commentary in the song "One in a
Million".
Editor's Note: The astute council cited above is awareof
Guns n' Roses' increasing popularity after accomplishing
each of the above actions.

happenings (cont'd)
Once again rumors of a Led Zeppelin reunion have surfaced for
1990. Robert Plant, Jimmy Page, and John Paul Jones have been
invisible for a while now and Jason Bonham has gotten some
notoriety for his new band. Who knows?
At the Center for Financial Studies Art Gallery until February
4th, an exhibit "A Unique Perspective" (an exhibit of work by disabled
artists in the Kennedy Center Art Program)will be on display. The
Gallery is open weekdays from 2 to 5 p.m.

FOXY LOCKS

Nassau/Paradise Island

We Take Pride in our Work."
Precision:

"SPRING BREAK"
February 24-April 21,1990
WEEKLY DEPARTURES FROM $299
3/2/90-3/9/90

Curs
Perms
Hi-Lites

Bahamas Party Week Includes:
• Roundtrip Air from Philadelphia, NEW YORK, Boston
and Washington & other major cities available.
• Roundtrip Airport Transfers to Hotel.
• 7 Nights Hotel Accommodations.
/ vel5
• One Hour Rum (Nassau) or Tequila (Cancun) Party.
*
"
• Three Hour Cruise with Unlimited Rum Punch and on board Entertainment
(Nassau/Paradise Island).
• THREE BEACH PARTIES (One with Free Lunch) music and activities (Nassau).
• Exclusive free admission to the Palace, Waterloo and Drumbeat (Nassau).
• All Hotel taxes, energy surcharge, and maid gratuities.
• College week program by the Bahamas Tourist Office.
• On location professional tour escort.
• $31900 10 ppl. Townhouses — $33900 10 ppl. Kitchenettes
For more information contact:

MIKE 254-4316 — BOX 2526 or
AMERICAN TRAVEL 1-800-522-6286
Sign Up Now!! Limited Space!! Bahamas!!

FOOD
FOR
THOUGHT.

Walk-Ins Welcome
259-5888

1275 Post Rd.
(Brickwalk)
Fairfield

STATION SHOPPE DELI
00-2:00 Lunch
Dinner
FREE DELIVERY^ 30-7:30
BBO — BURGERS — DELI — SOUP — SALAD —
SEAFOOD — DELI
CIGARETTES — CANDY — PAPERS — MAGAZINES

254-3777
Fairfield Railroad Station, Eastbound Side

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

A Part Time Job With Management Potential
Many executives at The Food Emporium began their career
with us as students working part time in our stores. They can
tell you that practical experience is one of the best courses
you can take to enhance your education. We can teach you
skills which you can apply to a future in business management while earning extra money. We currently have the
following opportunities available:
• Bookkeepers
• Cashiers
• Service Clerks
• Bakery Clerks
• Produce Clerks
• Deli Clerks
• Floral Designers
• Grocery Stock
You'll be rewarded with an excellent salary, good benefits,
training and the opportunity to move into management. The
only prerequisite is that you call Ms. Doris Dallas, Store
Manager, at (203) 966-7818/9128 or if you wish, stop by
after class. We are located at 280 Elm Street, New Canaan.
(1 block from the New Canaan train station.)

jffia#C;
^W^ytffc
An fcatial Onrofiunity Employer m/l
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No! We're not kidding! Come in to
our store now with this coupon and save
$2.00 on a regular Supercut. It'll make
your Supercut a super deal. And give
you a look that'll turn heads.
No appointment necessary.

SUPERCUTS*
FAIRFIELD
1202 Kings Highway Cutoff
(in the Circle Plaza)
M-F 9-9. Sal. 9-6. Sun. 10-3
255-0608

Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires Feb. 15. 1990

|
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Some Hot Video Rentals
The Movie Man Makes Some Recommendations
Tony Germinario
Staff Movie Critic
Well, due to a lack of funds,
a lack of motivation, and an overall
lack of sleep, I was unable to attend a movie this week. Yes, I
know that you are all disappointed
because I don't have a review you
can poke fun at, but lighten up. It's
probably harder on me not seeing a
movie than it is for you not being
able to dispute my review.
Since I have no new film
releases to comment on this week,
what I will do is give you a few recommendations of films that you
might want to pick up when you're
at your local video store. If they
are not available by the time that
you read this, they will be very
shortly.
By the way, if you really
want to see any of them, you had
better reserve them in advance because some of the stores around
here have a pretty poor policy when
it comes to renting these films. In
other words, you probably will have
to wait at least a week for the
reservation, and then you might
even forget you made it so then
you have to go and make another
one, which all turns into one big
hassle, but in the end it is worth it.
Two of last summer's biggest films soon to be released on
video are Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade and Lethal Weapon
II. Indy and the L.C. is the last film
in the trilogy made by the Steven
Spielberg/Harrison Ford tandem
and was a huge box office smash.

The charasmatic Indiana Jones is
back in true form in this film as
only Ford could play him. Ford,
however, is not the only attraction
in this film. River Phoenix plays a
small role as a young Indy, where
you will find out much about the
early days of the character, and
Sean Connery plays Indy's father.
The relationship between the two,
Ford and Connery, is what actually
makes the movie. Even if you took
out all the action, these two would
still make the movie enjoyable.
Lethal Weapon II once again
teams up Mel Gibson and Danny
Glover in an excellent action/adventure film. This film is not only
action packed, it also presents a
important social message. Basically, Gibson and Glover take off
their badges in order to fight the
South African government and
their Apartheid views. Aside from
the action dominant in this movie,
you find out a lot about Gibson's
character from the first film. It
answers a lot of unanswered questions.
A last film you would want
to check out is Parenthood, a
comedy with an all-starcast headed
by Steve Martin. You might have
checked out this film recently in
Gonzaga Hall when it was playing

King
' continued from page 8
found at every scene. Thad has
entered a nightmare, because it
seems that despite his idea, George
Stark has decided he wants to stick
around.
This is King's best work in

there a couple of weekends ago.
Its about family life and all the
problems and pitfalls that can
occur. Its funny, heartfelt, and
Steve Martin is at his best.
If you are into older films,
there are two that I recenly saw that
might interest you. First is Raging
Bull. I had seen this many years
ago but was unable to really appreciate it until now. This film,
starring Robert DeNiro, is considered hands down to be the best film
of the 1980's. How could you turn
that down. Also, an even older
film starring Dustin Hoffman entitled The Graduate. This film is
considered to be one of the best of
all time. Its a little bit weird but has
great acting and an interesting plot.
At this point I would like to
commend the committee supplying the film programming on
campus. The year is only half over
and already they have brought us
some of the year's best films:
Batman, When Harry Met Sally,
and Parenthood. I hope that they
can continue their successful programming in their future.
Well, that's that. I promise
that next week I will have at least
one review foryou. Perhaps even
more than one. But until then, I'll
see you at the flix.
a long while. There is a certain
humor around Stark, maniacal yet
jocular. It's got a slam-bang ending, with something happening in
a King novel I've never seen before (no, I'm not going to tell you).
This is a stay-up-all-night winner.
Three nods.

BEGIN YOUR FUTURE ...TODAY!
Everyone tells you that to land the perfect job at
graduation, you need experience. You ask,
"Where can I get it as a full-time student?"
Well...
DataEase International of Trumbull is a leading
developer of PC database products. We look for
talented undergraduates to join our internship
program to help us meet our goals and develop
new ideas. Positions are challenging and students
are important team players for their departments.
We currently have openings in the following
areas: Human Resources, Technical Support, Software
Quality Assurance, Product Development,
Administration, and Production. Hours are 15 hours
or more per week and we'll gladly accomommodate
your class schedule.
If you are a Computer Science, MIS, or Business student,
we would like to hear from you. Contact your Career
Services Department or give us a call and find out how you
can earn good money and gain practical business experience
at the same time.

Edward Spruck
DATAEASE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Seven Cambridge Drive
Trumbull, CT 06611
374-8000
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^Happenings
Empty Awards
Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor
"I'd like to thank everyone for this f—king, f—king...," said
Slash, guitarist for Guns n' Roses. The musician's poetic words
summed up ABC-TV's coverage of the 17th Annual American Music
Awards on Monday January 22nd.
The American Music Awards is perhaps at the head of the list
of America's shallow and inane awards show's. Programs like the
AM A, the Emmy's, the Golden Globes and even the vaunted Academy Awards have joined the ranks of popularity contests rather than
true measures of achievement.
This year's edition of the American Music Awards was characterized by by the domination of Milli Vanilli (Favorite Single,
Favorite New Pop Artist, Favorite New Soul/ Rhythm & Blues Artist)
and New Kids on the Block (Favorite Duo or Group, Favorite Album)
as well as the victory of Guns n' Roses as Favorite Heavy Metal Artist,
and their album Appetite for Destruction as Favorite Heavy Metal
Album of 1990 (despite the fact the album was released in 1988). This
is the award for which Slash gave such a touching thanks.
Asking around, I haven't heard any positive feedback as a
result of these decisions. Who decides the winners of these awards?
I know the American public is not known for its outstanding taste but
Milli Vanilli? It seems meaningless, especially since they won over
the socially conscious Living Colour.
Awards shows like these trivialize the celebration of our entertainers' work and leave their audiences wondering if their opinion
means anything.
AND IN THE NEWS... Tonight at Club Tip Toe, Fairfield
classic rock band, Cosmic Embryo will perform. On Tuesday,
February 6th they will be playing Master's Sports Cafe in Westport.
By the way, as a result of Slash's comments at the American
Music Awards, Guns n' Roses has been banned from any event
produced by Dick Clark Productions. Slash had come out to accept
an award, for the band and was clearly drunk. Oooo, he's evil!
The Eagles are once again rumored to be reuniting some time
in 1990. These rumors have been perpetuated by radio and record
people alike for three years and nothing has happened. With Don
Henley's End of the Innocence so successful, I don't see the drummer
returning to the band soon.
(continued on page8)
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These Are The Voyages...
Ed Hines, Jr.
Assistant Arts and En
tertainment Editor
While the V'ger Experience
constitutes the main thrust of The
Motion Picture, the Spock Experience, or Enlightenment, emerges
as no less important. Spock's final
battle between his dual heritages
serves as a lens which focusses the
hazy image of V'ger's purpose.
Without him, we may not have
realized the full impact of V'ger's
predicament.
Supplemental, Part Two:
V'ger and Spock enjoy a symbiotic relationship, although from the
beginning it seems as if each is
merely using the other as a pawn, a
means to an end. On Vulcan, Spock
becomes aware of V'ger imposing
itself on his mind, examining him
as if he were a "living 'Rosetta
stone'" with answers about Earth
and humans. Aboard Enterprise,
Spock tells Jim that he feels V'ger

may hold his answers. He's become aware of an emptiness within
himself which V'ger has augmented.
Essentially, Spock realizes
that he needs the emotions which
make up his human half. For years
he has tried to deny that part of
himself, hoping finally that the
Kolinahr discipline would purge
him of all remaining emotion.
V'ger, too, has been denying its
"humanity," the fact that it was
created by humans.
Denial has only brought
emptiness for both. Each is a model
of logic and a storehouse of knowledge, but these are not enough to
be content with. Their lives demand something more for completeness.
Spockknows whathe needs
immediately after mind-melding
with V'ger. He laughs aloud in
Sickbay at the simplicity of the
solution. "I should have known,"
he laments. V'ger, "for all its pure
logic,...is barren, cold, no mystery,
no beauty." He
clasps Jim's
hand tightly,
without shame
or pretense, saying, "This simple
feelin^sbeyond
V'ger's comprehension."
But
Spock cannot be
completely satisfied with his realization until
V'ger is complete as well. As
he reflects on
this, he begins to
weep. "As I was

when I came aboard, so is.V'ger
now: empty, incomplete and
searching. Logic and knowledge
are not enough." V'ger hopes to
touch its creator to find the answers to its questions, "Is this all
that I am? Is there nothing more?"
V'ger finds these answers
through its joining with Will
Decker. The human ability to
believe in the illogical has provided V'ger with a whole new
perspective. Since its knowledge
had reached the limits of our universe, it needed to evolve to some
higher level of being in order to
continue learning new things. Only
with an understanding of human

irrationality, fantasy, and emotion
could it transgress our dimension.
The Enterprise crew completes their mission and demonstrates the essence of their "highsounding words." They have
sought-out and found new life—
even given it a hand. The Motion
Picture is my favorite Star Trek
movie because Enterprise' s exploration ethic is utilized to the fullest.
We have gone where no man has
gone before.
Spock should also be
counted among the new life discovered. From now on we will
watch as he experiences the best of
both worlds. In Star Trek II: The

Wrath Of Khan, we see him more
at ease with himself and humans.
Fortunately, this new mentality is
able to survive his subsequent
physical death and rebirth to live
on in future movies. For him, the
human adventure is just beginning.
Mission Status: Spock
isn't the only one to take advantage of V'ger's appearance. Next
week I'll wrap up The Motion
Picture by looking at Jim Kirk and
Willard Decker and how each used
the V'ger Experience to complete
himself.
And the adventure continues...

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis

Spring Break 1990

Party Jamaican Style!

Starting at $469
Hot Days Reggae Nights
Travel with the best
call: Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710

INTERNATIONAL DELI

1 Beautiful Week

Delivery Every Hour on the Hour*
between 4-9 p.m.

lasteThe
<^^U^ 255-7900
^O
FAX 259-6901

A
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Hot Meals
• Pizza
• Hamburgers or Hotdogs
• Ice Cream
• Salads
• and much, much more
Call for a FREE menu 255-7900

The Student Deli
Buy Two / Get One

FREE

Get one Footlong Sub free, when you buy two
Footlong Subs of equal or greater value, and
One Canned Soft Drink or one 22 oz. Cup of
Soft Drink.
Good at participating stores only.
Not good with any other offer. Good until 2/15/90

*!*

m

*AII orders must be in Vi hr. before
delivery time.
1385 Post Road East
Westport, CT

1996 Post Rd., Fairfield
254-0321
1900 BlackRock Turnpike, Fairfield
334-3336
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Doctors of
Dunk
Wheezing
f f
Toward C League Glory
Tom Maguire
Assistant Sports Editor
The team called the "Doctors of
Dunk" is somewhat of an oxymoron. No one
on this team has ever dunked, or touched the
rim, or been called for goaltending. "We go
out there just like any other intramural team;
we try not to get hurt," said Dr. Phil Lane,
the head coach.
When this team registered to play
basketball back in 1978, the intramural office was afraid that the Drs. of Dunk would
be a great A-League team. "There was no
need to worry," Dr. John Orman said.
But this season, the Drs. of Dunk are
(4-0) and have beaten the teams in their
Tuesday Early division by an average of 13
points. "If we win the championship this
season, I think I will ask Father Kelley for a
raise," Dr. Lane said.
To play on this team you have to be a
faculty or staff member of the university or
be over thirty. Most of the players on this
team said that when they started playing,
they were able to run with the students. "We
keep getting older, and the students stay at
the same age. Every time I go out there, I am
ready to hang it up." Dr. Miners said.
Before the team was founded by Dr.
Greenberg, Dr. O'Connor, Dr. Alan Katz,
and Dr. Richard Reagan, the faculty would
paly Saturday morning, in the gym. While
most of the students were recovering, the

professors were staying in shape. Then one
time some one said, "why don't we get up an
intramural team," Dr. Greenberg said.
Dr. Miners said the original team had
a lot of ringers on it. Drs. Richard Reagan,
Michael McDonald and LeoO'Connor were
great shooters, and so was Dr. Alan Katz.
"We are still waiting for Dr. Katz to pass us
the ball," Dr. Greenberg said. "We eventually found out that playing humanizes us
with the students because we make many
more mistakes than they do."
The Drs. of Dunk started out poorly,
but they liked playing against the students.
The students would increase their level of
play agaiust us, Dr. Orman said. Since the
students would try to stick it to the Drs. of
Dunk, the professors had a difficult time
winning games. Only one time did they
make it to the finals, and then they lost by
one point.
"I promised Father Kelley that if we
did not win a championship that I would step
down as coach," Dr. Orman said. By the
next season, Dr. Orman stepped down and
Dr. Lane took over the top job. The team
continued to play traditional basketball,
running good hard screens to get open.
Dr. Orman said that teams try to press
us in the first half to tire us out, but we tire
out in the first two minutes of the game. "It
takes us a long time to get going," Sports
Information Director Vic D'Ascenzo said.
"We are strong though in the last 15 min-

Ladies Making Their Move
(cont'd from p. 12)
lead to 71 -61. When Sacca converted on a
pass from Mikelic with 1:53 left, Fairfield
had a 12-point lead and the victory was
sealed.
"Our bench play has been super,"
Nolan said. "It's a big reason we're 10-5.
Abromovitch came in and hit a big threepointer for us. Renita Pritchett came in and
spelled Lynne Friel and played like a starter.
I'm just real pleased with the bench."
Grant led all scorers in the game with
her 31 points. Joann Balsamo was next on
the Peahen scoring list with eight points, but
the point guard managed just one point in
the second half when St. Peter's could have
used her scoring punch.
Mikelic led Fairfield with 18 points,
12 of them coming in the second half. She
also had eight assists. Sacca was next with
16 points and 13 rebounds. Kathy Gailor
netted 13 points and Abromovitch tallied
10.
Fairfield 78 Iona 65
NEW ROCHELLE, NY - Lisa Mikelic scored her 1,000th career point and the
Lady Stags improved to 3-1 in MAAC play
by defeating the Lady Gaels at Iona.
Mikelic, who needed six points to reach
the milestone, passed the mark when she
followed up a Fairfield miss with five minutes left in the first half. She finished with
16 points, 11 rebounds, and nine assists.
Tricia Sacca paced Fairfield with 28
points, hitting on 14 of 17 free throw at-

tempts. She also grabbed nine rebounds.
Kathy Gailor was the third Lady Stag in
double figures with 12 points.
Iona, which fell to 2-16 on the season
and 1-6 in the MAAC, was led by Pam Clementewith 19 points. Patty Reynolds added
18 points.
Fairfield scored 48 points in the second half, turning a three-point halftime lead
into a 13-point final margin of victory.
ST. PETER'S (65) Record: 12-5, 3-2
Grant 9-1813-18 31 Doctor 0-5 3-4 3 Lewis 0-5 00 0 Balsamo 3-9 2-4 8 Spivey 3-8 0-0 6 Brown 351-17 Ward 3-4 0-0 6 Davis 2-6 0-0 4 Henrikkson
0-1 0-0 0
Totals: 23-61 19-27 65
FAIRFIELD (77) Record: 10-5, 2-1
Sacca 7-12 2-2 16 Mikelic 8-14 2-2 18 Elser 3-6
0-0 6 Gailor 6-7 0-0 13 Friel 3-4 0-2 6 Pritchett 22 0-0 4 Lewis 1 -2 0-0 2 Bly 0-0 0-0 0 Abromovitch
4-6 0-1 10 Brickhouse 0-0 0-0 0 Sheehan 0-1 00 0 Auerbeck 1 -1 0-0 2
Totals: 35-55 4-7 77
Halftime: Fairfield 38-35
Fouled out: Elser
Three-point goals: Gailor, Abromovitch 2
FAIRFIELD (78) Record: 11-5, 3-1
Mikelic 7-15 2-2 16 Sacca 7-11 14-17 28 Elser 36 0-0 6 Friel 1 -5 3-4 5 Gailor 5-10 2-412 Pritchett
0-0 0-0 0 Bly 0-2 0-0 0 Lewis 1-5 1-2 3 Abromovitch 2-5 2-4 6 Brickhouse 0-0 0-0 0 Sheehan
1 -2 0-0 2 Auerbeck 0-3 0-0 0
Totals: 27-62 24-33 78
IONA (65) Record: 2-16,1-6
White 4-9 0-1 8 Winterfeldt 3-7 4-4 10 Clemente
7-105-819 Reynolds 7-184-418 Marco 1 -3 0-0
0 Orleman 0-0 0-0 0 Bott 0-1 0-0 0 Ciancone 0-0
0-0 0 Sherkey 0-0 0-0 0 Spefford 0-2 0-0 0 Brady
2-7 4-4 8 Alverez 0-0 0-0 0
Totals: 24-57 17-21 65
Halftime: 30-27
Fouled out: Winterfeldt

Treat Your Date
and/or Yourself to One of
CT's Finest Steak and
Seafood Establishments.
Open for Lunch, Dinner &
Sunday Brunch
Reservations every evening
except Saturday

SCORECARD
Results of Fairfield varsity sports events
for the week 1/23 through 1/29.
Ice Hockey - Record: 6-5-2
Jan. 23 Iona 5, Fairfield 3
Jan. 27 Fairfield 3, So.Maine 2
Jan. 28 So.Maine 4, Fairfield 2
Men's Swimming - Record: 1-9
Jan. 24, Marist 138, Fairfield 87
Jan. 27, NYU 70, Fairfield 43;
Montclair 61, Fairfield 52
Jan. 29, Iona 108, Fairfield 93
Women's Swimming - Record: 4-2
Jan. 23, Fairfield 183, Marist 107
Jan. 29, Fairfiled 108, Iona 93
Men's Basketball-Record: 3-4,6-10
Jan. 23, Northeastern 79, Farifield 72
Jan. 27 Fairfield 43,lona 42
Women's Basketball-Record: 11-5, 3-1
Jan. 24, Fairfield 77, St. Peter's 65
Jan. 27, Fairfield 78, Iona 65

utes."
The strength on this team though is
Dave DeFusco, a Fairfield Univeristy graduate who works in public relations for the
university. "I was standing in line in the
faculty dinning room when Dr. Orman asked
me to play," DeFusco said. "I think that they
needed an Italian to round out the team and
to win the championship."
DeFusco and Walt Stapleton add the
offensive punch, the rest of the team plays
good defense. "We play like the old Boston
Celtics," Coach Lane said.
D'Ascenzo adds the team leadership
on the court that he brought with him from
Villanova, Dr. Dew brings his elbows that
are sharper than Ginsu knives, and Dr. Miners
clogs up the middle.
"We were known for some tenacious
zone defense when we began playing," Dr.
Greenberg said.
Dr. Orman provides the perimeter
shooting, except his perimeter starts around
twenty feet from the basket. "I wish the
referees could give us three-pointers because some of the shots our team takes
would count as treys," he said.
"I go out there just to survive," Coach
Lane says. But if this team survives the
playoffs and wins the championship, what
does Dr. Lane think he's going to do:
"I am going to sleep."

Stags vs. Manhattan
Saturday night at 7:30
Get your tickets today.

Icemen gain one win
(cont'd from p. 12)
Meszaros netted one goal, and Stalzer remained on his personal hot streak by garnering the Stags other score.

SCHEDULE
The schedule for the week 2/1 through 2/
8. Home games in bold.
Fencing
Sat. @ Boston University 1:00 p.m.
Ice Hockey-Home games at Wonderland
of Ice in Bridgeport
Sat. Trinity 9:00 p.m.
Wed. Villanova 9:00 p.m.
Women's Swimming
Sat. Trinity 1:00 p.m.
Men's Swimming
Sat. Trinity 1:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Sat. Manhattan 5:00 p.m.
Tue. @Fordham 5:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Sat. Manhattan 7:30 p.m.
Tue. @UCONN 7:30 p.m.
Thu. LaSalle 8:00 p.m.

The loss dropped the Stags to 7-6-2,
but they still find themselves in the hunt for
a post-season playoff birth.
A big reason why the Stags are still in
the playoff hunt is the play of the all-freshman line of Lewis, Brian McDevitt, and
Mike Toland. According to other team
members, they are "more than carrying their
weight when it's their turn to shift."

CANCUN, MEXICO
SPRING BREAK m90'
MAR3 - MARIO, 1990
CARIBBEAN PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:
• ROUNDTTIIP AIR FROM NEW YORK TO CANCUN. MEXICO.
• ROUNOTRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS TO HOTEL.
•T NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS.
• WELCOME DRINK A ONE HOUR TEQUILA PARTY.
• BEACH PARTIES A BEACH OLYMPICS.
• FREE ADMISSION TO MOHTCLUBS.
• PIRATES NIGHT CRUISE INCLUDING DINNER, DANCING A
A SHOW. (OPTIONAL)
• ALL HOTEL TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGE. AND MAID
GRATUITIES INCLUDED.
• ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORTS.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

DESTINATION TOURS. INC
AT 800-283-8767

DESnNATJONTOURS, /JVC.
movtu. srsrAjuFom croam

Bring a Friend
to Lunch or Dinner
Buy 1 meal and get a Second at
greater or equal value for free.
Not good with any other coupon offer.
Good until 2-21-90

259-8155
1700 Post Road E. Westport

1495 Post Rd. East
Westport, CT
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Stags gain first road win
Lightning doesn 't strike Mitch twice
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
NEW ROCHELLE, NY Fairfield Coach Mitch Buonaguro
probably slept soundly after his
Stags pulled out an ugly 43-42
victory at Iona Saturday afternoon.
His Stags came very close to
leaving with a nightmarish loss
reminiscent of their MAAC playoff defeat to St. Peter's two seasons ago.
With 11 seconds remaining
in the game and the Stags leading
43-42, Fairfield senior co-captain
Marvin Walters headed to the free
throw line with a chance to put the
Stags ahead by three. He missed
the front end of a one-and-one and
Iona called timeout to set up one
last play.
Iona wanted to get the ball to
its leading scorer, Sean Green (15
points). Green dribbled off a couple
of picks and launched a 10-foot
baseline jumper with three ticks
left on the clock. The shot missed
long and in the ensuing scramble,
the ball was kicked out of bounds
by a Fairfield player.
With zeroes showing on the
clock, Fairfield assistant Tom
Barrise started celebrating, running
down the sideline before stopping
in front of the Iona bench.
As -the Farfield players and
coaches held their collective breath,
Barrise was sent back to the Stag
bench while the officials huddled
and Iona Coach Gary Brokaw
demanded that a technical foul be
called. The call never came.
"They had people at halfcourt," said a disappointed Brokaw.
"A technical should have been
called. I though a precedent had
been set at St. Peter's two years
ago."
"The picture of St. Peter's
came back into my head," said Ed
Duncan. "When I saw the refs
huddling, I was like 'Oh no, not
again.'"
Buonaguro thought that he
kept himself under control. He
wasn't aware that his top assistant
had strayed so far down the side-

line.
"I jumped up and down, I
didn't go on the court," said Buonaguro. "I was pretty controlled. If
it (getting a technical) happened
again, I think I'd have been out of
a job Monday morning."
Instead, Buonaguro went to
work Monday morning with a huge
MAAC win firmly in his grasp.
The victory moved the Stags a
game ahead of Iona in the MAAC
South standings with a 3-4 record.
It was Fairfield's first road victory
since defeating Marist Jan. 30,
1989.
"We're back in the hunt
now," Buonaguro said. "The
league is where it's at right now
and that's what we're gunningfor."
The Stags needed the breaks
to go their way to pull out this
victory. They made only eight of
26 field goal attempts in the first
half, but went to the locker room
trailing by just four points, 21-17.
"I thought we were getting
good shots. I tried a lot of people
looking for an answer, but nothing
was working," Buonaguro said of
his team's poor shooting.
Defense and the shooting of
Duncan kept the Stags in the game
in the first half. The Stags held
Iona to just 32 percent shooting,
while forcing seven turnovers, and
Duncan shot 4-7, all from the outside.
Harold Brantley, who managed only three points in the first
half, came alive in the second half
and helped lead the patented second-half surge that resulted in
Fairfield's victory.
"I thought Harold Brantley
took the game over at both ends,"
said Buonaguro.
With 8:49 left in the game,
Green followed up an Iona miss
and the Gaels held a 39-31 advantage. The Stags, spearheaded by
Brantley's six points, went on a
10-0 surge over the next six minutes to take a 41-39 lead.
A free throw by Iona' s Kevin
Cooper and a 15-footer by Green
put the Gaels back in front, 42-41
with 1:30 left.

Ladies Making Move
to top of MAAC
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Fairfield's Lady Stags established themselves as a team to be
reckoned with in the MAAC last
Wednesday night when they
handed reigning MAAC Player of
the Year Tonya Grant and her St.
Peter's teammates a 77-65 defeat
at Alumni Hall.
Fairfield which improved to
2-1 in the MAAC and 10-5 on the
season, used strong bench play,
tough defense, and the second-half
offensive spark of Lisa Mikelic to
pick up the victory.
"I'm real pleased with this
one," said Lady Stag coach Dianne
Nolan. "This was a big one 'cause
it counts in the standings. With
one win or one loss we can go from
second to seventh in the conference."
The key to this game for
Fairfield was controlling Grant.
The 6-1 senior came in averaging
25.3 points and 9.7 rebounds.
"She's a great player, " Nolan said of Grant. "She was Player
of the Year last year and she has a
good chance of doing it again this
year."
Although Grant finished with
31 points in the game, the Lady
Stags kept her under wraps during
a six-minute stretch at the start of

the second half when they turned a
one-point lead into a 13-point lead.
After Grant opened the half
by hitting a lay-up to cut Fairfield ' s lead to 38-37, the Lady Stags
went on a 14-2 run. Mikelic scored
six points in the run and handed out
two assists and with 13:27 to play,
Fairfield led 52-39.
Grant was doing most of the
scoring in the half for the Peahens,
but when she wasn't connecting at
the offensive end, the Peahens
usually didn't score.
With 9:18 remaining, Fairfield led 60-48. Then Grant started
to assert herself on the inside, drawing fouls from a tiring Fairfield
defensive frontcourt. She hit five
free throws, a couple of lay-ups,
and triggered a 13-4 Peahen run
that sliced Fairfield' s lead to 64-61
with 4:21 remaining.
That's when Nolan went to
her bench.
Freshman Katie Abromovitch, who came off the pines in
the first half to make a big steal
and lay-up, and later hit a threepointer, provided some offensive
spark again.
With 4:01 left she hit a layup and after Tricia Sacca followedup a Fairfield miss, Abromovitch
came down and nailed a trey from
the top of the key to up Fairfield's
(cont'd p. 11 Ladies)

Brantley took charge again
though, answering for Fairfield
with a strong move inside, and the
Stags re-took the lead, 43-42.
Iona had a couple of chances
to win after that, but Brantley
blocked a driving layup attempt by
Shawn Worthy and Duncan came
flying from behind to get a piece of
Green's 17-footerwith 30 seconds
left.
After a scramble, Iona
knocked the ball out of bounds,
and Fairfield inbounded to Walters who was fouled. He missed
his free throw, Iona came down
and missed, and Barrise made his
dash down the sideline.
With zeroes showing on the
clock, Iona inbounded under its
own hoop to Danny Doyle, whose
wide-open corner jumper missed
everything, and the Stags had their
victory.
Buonaguro was pleased with
his team's effort and happy to have
the win.
"We've defended every team
and had the ability to come back in
every game and that's a credit to
the kids."
Stag Notes... Duncan kept
the Stags in the game with his
offense in the first half, and with
his defense in the second half. He
forced Green, who had been averaging over 20 points a game, into
bad shots, and denied him the ball
very effectively... The Stags shot
38 percent from the field, but Iona
shot only 32 percent... Stags were
8 for 17 from the charity stripe... A
good Fairfield crowd was on hand,
with several alumni in the seats...

Stags 43, Gaels 42
FAIRFIELD (43) Record: 3-4, 6-10
Duncan 5-10 0-110 Brantley 5-124-10
14 Holland 0-1 0-0 0 Walters 1 -6 4-5 7
George 4-6 0-1 8 Keith 1-4 0-0 2 Henderson 1-1 0-0 2 Fitzsimmons 0-3 0-0
0 Rodgers 0-1 0-0 0 Plansky 0-0 0-0 0
Totals: 17-44 8-17 43
IONA (42) Record: 2-5, 7-11
Green 7-20 1-215 Duck 1-121-33
Cooper 3-6 1-4 7 Doyle 3-7 0-0 6
Johnson 2-7 0-1 5 McClease 0-1 0-0 0
Worthy 2-3 2-2 6
Totals: 18-56 5-12 42
Halftime: Iona 21-17
Three-point goals: Walters, Johnson

Icemen glad
to be home
Matt Coldren
Zamboni Driver
Fairfield' s hockey team spent
a lot of time on the road last week
and managed to salvage one victory in three games against some
tough competition.
Last Tuesday the Stags skated
into Iona to battle the undefeated
Gaels. Iona capitalized on some
early Fairfield mistakes on its way
to a 5-3 victory.
Iona took advantage of some
sloppy Fairfield play in the early
going, scoring three short-handed
goals. Goals by Marty Pierce, Rick
Ralston, and Brian Stalzer were
not enough to help the Stags put a
blemish on Iona's spotless record.
Over the weekend the Stags
made the long journey up to the
University of Southern Maine to
take on the Huskies in a two-game
set.
On Saturday the Stags rebounded from their loss to Iona
and picked up a 3-2 victory.
Mike Brouliette, Peter Lewis and Stalzer notched goals for
the Stags and goalie Tim McDevitt
continued his strong play to help
preserve the victory.
The Stags couldn't make it
two in a row though as the Huskies
handed a weary Fairfield squad a
4-2 defeat on Sunday. Rob
(cont'd p. 11 icemen)
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The Fairfield Mirror

The
PressBox
by Ric Brown

Any Musicologists Out There
How many of you out there know the words to the Fairfield
University Fight Song?
O.K., that's an unfair question. How many of you out there know
that Fairfield has a fight song?
Well, for those of you who didn't know, Fairfield does have a
fight song. But it sounds just like Notre Dame's and nobody knows the
words to it. So Vic D'Ascenzo, Sports Information Director here at
Fairfield, has come up with an idea to inject a little school spirit back
into this university.
Vic is running a contest for anyone interested in coming up with
a new fight song for this university.
"We're hoping to get Stag-mania back on its feet," D'Ascenzo
said. Anybody with any ideas on a new fight song can contact Vic at
254-4000, ext. 2876. Or you can send your ideas to me at the Mirror
- Box AA, or to box 1913.
All you people out there with a musical ear who feel like putting
the roar back in the Red Sea, c 'mon and come up with a new fight song.
'Cause after all, this ain't Notre Dame, and Notre Dame ain't got
no Red Sea.

Speaking of the Red Sea, which has resembled the Red Wading
Pool of late, quite a few fans made the trek to Iona on Saturday to help
the Stags pull out the one-point victory. And it didn't go unnoticed.
"We had a lot of fans here," said Mitch Buonaguro after the
game. "I thought that was big. They got us going."
Well the Stags face Manhattan's Jaspers Saturday night and they
could use a sell-out crowd to get 'em going. Manhattan used to be
"the" pushover in the MAAC, but they aren't anymore. The Jaspers
are currently in third place in the MAAC South, but if the Stags pull out
a victory, they can move ahead of Manhattan in the standings.
I got this newletter in my mailbox with the official "Seniors 90"
logo on top of it. There was something in the newsletter asking us what
companies we think should be present at the job fair next week. Here's
my suggestion:
The San Francisco Giants. I've decided on a career path. I'm
going to be a major league baseball player because they have great
earning potential. Just ask Will Clark.
What do you do with 3.75 million dollars a year?
I want live videotape of Joe Montana in Disney World. I
demand to see him riding the boat in "It's a Small World!"
At least all the J.V.'s got to play the fourth quarter on Sunday.
The best sports all week was probably the Skins Game on Sunday with Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevno, "Gary Player, and Arnold
Palmer playing for Will Clark's pocket change. Which happened to
be around $450,000. Arnold came away the big winner by sinking a
birdie putt for $215,000.
There's not too much pressure on a putt like that.
Anybody out there remember when Tony Granato was the
greatest thing to Ranger hockey since the new Zamboni machine. One
year later, the man who was supposed to bring the Cup back to the
Garden is in Tinsel-Town.
Did I ever tell you that I hate hockey? Only 15 days until bats
and balls.
The Stags face two Top-20 teams next week. They go to the
Conn-Dome next Tuesday night to face 13th-ranked UCONN. The
Dome seems like a beautiful arena. Go on up and root for the Stags if
you can.
The Huskies are probably the hottest team in the country right
now and they are sending the whole state of Connecticut into a
basketball frenzy.
Lionel Simmons and LaSalle come to town next Thursday.
Hopefully Alumni will rock so that the Stags can have a fighting
chance.
Lady Stag forward, Tricia Sacca is 17th in the nation in field
goal percentage at .598.
The national Little League office put a gag-order on the Trumbull Little Leaguers last week, telling the pint-sized world champs to
cool it with their public appearances.
Apparently, when the little tykes began selling autographed
baseballs at $ 100.00 a pop, the national office thought they were going
a bit overboard.
I say let the little guys bask in the glory as long as they can. It'll
all be forgotten by the time the next Little League World Series rolls
around anyway.

